Title word cross-reference

2000 [29], $8.50 [13].

- Year-Old [29].

000-year-old-computer [35].

10 [53].

2013 [95], 2014 [53, 55], 21st [95].

80 [5, 3, 4].

Accuracy [39], Adapting [94], advances [37], after [93], Alexander [69, 76], Analog [97], analytical [38], Ancient [69, 28, 33, 84, 76, 1, 22, 88, 89, 96, 59, 21, 92], ancients [25], Anomaly [31, 51], Antikythera [42, 6, 7, 9, 69, 8, 14, 96, 67, 68, 11, 12, 13, 76, 49, 52,
Inscription [82, 83]. Inscriptions [67, 36]. insights [46]. inspiration [33].
Intensive [43]. interactivity [70]. interior [51].


kept [28]. Keynote [50]. Knowledge [94, 73]. Known [40, 22].

landscape [38]. Lego [42]. Liang [68]. Like [71]. Lin [68]. location [72].
Long [29, 35]. lost [23, 25, 51]. lunar [32].

machine [84]. mathematical [16]. Measuring [43]. Mechanical
[33, 91, 50, 56, 93]. Mechanism
[6, 7, 9, 44, 69, 8, 88, 89, 71, 15, 11, 12, 13, 93, 76, 4, 54, 28, 56, 79, 80, 81, 62, 
5, 59, 51, 3, 49, 52, 42, 17, 85, 86, 66, 70, 77, 78, 18, 39, 50, 45, 29, 31, 22, 58, 
46, 32, 47, 82, 83, 96, 30, 10, 41, 36, 72, 73, 27, 74, 75, 84, 90, 48, 51, 67].
Mechanisms [61, 68]. Mediterranean [38]. Metonic [52]. Milestones
motion [51]. motions [32]. multimedia [63]. mystery [18, 34].
necessary [45]. Nicolaidis [67]. Nobel [65]. Notes [17].

Obituary [15]. October [53, 55]. Old [29, 35]. Olympics [28]. Opening
[71]. operation [90]. operational [45]. Our [73].

parameters [45]. Parapegma [49]. parts [84]. Perspective [27]. phase
Pp [13]. prediction [80, 81]. predictor [54]. Price
[9, 11, 13, 6, 7, 8, 71, 15, 12]. prizes [65]. Proceedings [95]. Production

Rechner [14]. Reconstructing [58]. Reconstruction [74, 51]. Reflections
[36]. Revealing [69, 76, 96]. Review [6, 7, 9, 69, 8, 29, 10, 68, 11, 12, 13, 76].
Revising [80, 81]. revisited [82, 83]. role [90].

Saga [29]. Saros [93]. scheme [80, 81, 82, 83]. Science [13, 27, 37].
Seiradakis [87]. Sen [68]. Seven [53]. shades [75]. shafts [72]. Shipwreck
[2, 64]. similarities [46]. skeleton [64]. Skordoulis [67]. Slot [44, 32].
Solar [31, 79, 51]. Solla [7, 9, 8, 71, 11, 12, 13]. solving [34]. sphere [60].
spiral [93]. Spirals [52]. still [18]. structure [38]. Study [43, 38]. Superior

Tale [26]. tech [21]. telescope [65]. Terraced [38]. Texas [95]. theory [79].


Venus [77]. via [70]. voorwerp [46]. vs [32].

wheelwork [16]. Wonder [69, 92, 76, 96]. world [96, 34, 92, 69, 76]. wreck [57].

Yan [68]. Year [29, 35]. yields [57]. York [13].

Z [14]. Zuse [14].
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